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COMPANY PROFILE

Introduction
Since its creation in 1975, Riyadh Furniture Industries
(RFI) has become Saudi Arabia’s leading manufacturer of
contract furniture. with over 170,000 square meter of
factory area and a full complement of “State-of-the-art”
computerized manufacturing equipment, RFI is able to
produce a complete range of high quality furniture using
steel, wood or plastic for commercial, residential and
institutional projects of any scale.
Specializing in Laboratory, School and Modular Office
Furniture, RFI was founded on the belief that it is not only
possible, but essential, to produce the highest quality
furniture at competitive prices. Our commitment to this
objective remains firm.
Lab Systems from Riyadh Furniture Industries is a complete
Series of Modular Laboratory Furniture designed to provide
the flexibility, economy and utility required by the laboratory
of today...and tomorrow. Developed by an International
team of Laboratory design experts, and created in one of the
most modern manufacturing facilities in the Middle East,
Laboratory System represents the leading edge of lab
technology. Each component is controlled, and subjected to
rigorous testing to guarantee compliance with all
appropriate National and International Standards. Riyadh
Furniture Industries also works in conjunction with the
world’s leading suppliers of lab accessories and safety
equipment, to provide a complete lab package.
The up-to-date testing machines & equipment are there
to maintain the highest level of quality and to comply with
international standards of SEFA, SASO, BSI, ANSI/BIFMA.
RFI is certified for ISO 9001.

As a member of the Scientific Equipment & Furniture
Association (SEFA), Riyadh Furniture Industries has worked
closely with, and benefited from the experience of many of
the World’s leading suppliers, and designers of laboratory
equipment, accessories and fixtures. RFI is proud to work in
conjunction with the following industry leaders:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Alnor - USA
Broen - Denmark
Durcon - USA
JHC Lab resin - USA
Labconco - USA
Scientific Plastics - USA
Speakman - USA
VWR Scientific - USA
Watersaver - USA

Sheet Metal Factory, where laboratory furniture are fabricated
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Service Fixture Indexing

BROEN - BOSS
Media

DIN 12920:1995-10

Text symbols

recommendations
Handle

Ring

Button

Cold Water

Green
No.5168

Green

Blue

CW

Hot Water

Green
No.5168

Green

Red

HW

Light Green
No.5278

White

White

DW

Green Thermo
No.5168

Red

Red

S

Vacuum

Dark Grey
No.2696

Grey

Grey

VAC

Compressed Air

Light Blue
No.6188

Blue

Yellow

AIR

Oxygen

Light Blue
No.6188

Blue

Blue

O2

Propane / Butane
LPG (burning)

Yellow
No.4059

Red

Yellow

GAS

Butane (burning)

Yellow
No.4059

Blue

Blue

C4H10

Propane (burning)

Yellow
No.4059

Blue

Red

C3H8

Acetylene (burning)

Yellow
No.4059

White

Green

C2H2

Hydrogen (burning)

Dark Red
No.035

Red

Red

H2

Nitrogen

Blue
No.6308

Green

Green

N2

Carbon Dioxide

Blue
No.6308

Blue

Black

CO2

Argon

Blue
No.6308

Grey

Grey

Ar

Helium

Blue
No.6308

Grey

White

He

Distilled Water
Low Pressure Steam

Surface treatment
BROEN BOSS laboratory fittings are surface treated with
BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which make the surface
highly resistant to most chemicals, UV fading and heat.
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Technical properties/ specifications for surface treatment
Layer thickness: Min. 60 my
Light fastness, adhesion and flexibility: Excellent
Visual Inspection: 100%
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Service Fixture Indexing

ColorTech

ANSI/ASME A112.18.1M
Text symbols
Certified under CAN/CSA B125.M89.
Handle

Index
Color

Letter
Color

Cold Water

Green

White

Black

CW

Hot Water

Red

White

Black

HW

Deionized Water

White

White

Black

DI

Distilled Water

White

White

Black

DW

Steam

Black

White

Black

STM

Vacuum

Yellow

White

Black

VAC

Orange

White

Black

AIR

Light Green

White

Black

O2

Blue

White

Black

GAS

Light Blue

White

Black

SPG

Pink

White

Black

PRO

Acetylene

Violet

White

Black

C2H2

Hydrogen

Pink

White

Black

H2

Nitrogen

Brown

White

Black

N2

Pink

White

Black

CO2

Argon

Violet

White

Black

AR

Helium

Black

White

Black

HE

Light Blue

White

Black

CH4

Light Green

White

Black

N2O

Media

Air
Oxygen
Gas
Special Gas
Propane

Carbon Dioxide

Methane
Nitrous Oxide
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Service Fixture Indexing

Chrome

ANSI/ASME A112.18.1M
Text symbols
Certified under CAN/CSA B125.M89.
Handle

Index
Color

Letter
Color

Cold Water

Polished Chrome

Green

White

CW

Hot Water

Polished Chrome

Red

White

HW

Deionized Water

Polished Chrome

White

Black

DI

Distilled Water

Polished Chrome

White

Black

DW

Steam

Polished Chrome

Black

White

STM

Vacuum

Polished Chrome

Yellow

Black

VAC

Air

Polished Chrome

Orange

Black

AIR

Oxygen

Polished Chrome

Lt.Green

Black

O2

Gas

Polished Chrome

Blue

White

GAS

Special Gas

Polished Chrome

Lt.Blue

Black

SPG

Propane

Polished Chrome

Pink

Black

PRO

Acetylene

Polished Chrome

Violet

White

C2H2

Hydrogen

Polished Chrome

Pink

Black

H2

Nitrogen

Polished Chrome

Brown

White

N2

Carbon Dioxide

Polished Chrome

Pink

Black

CO2

Argon

Polished Chrome

Violet

White

AR

Helium

Polished Chrome

Black

White

HE

Methane

Polished Chrome

Lt.Blue

Black

CH4

Nitrous Oxide

Polished Chrome

Lt.Green

Black

N2O

Media
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Single Faucets - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15505.009 150
15280.009 180
15300.009 150
15301.009 180
Application: The operation and configuration of fittings are highly adapted to the requirements of a modern
laboratory. The fittings are equipped with detachable hose nozzles mounted with rotating nuts (not twisting
of hose) as well as built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valves where applicable.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and aerator: Nickel, (Sealing) EPDM, (Plastics) POM, (Lubricant) Silicone
based, (Ceramics) Al-oxyd 96%, (Glue) Loctite
Gooseneck: 150mm and 180mm swing gooseneck.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
RIGID

RIGID/SWING

RIGID

RIGID/SWING

CT3914VB
CT3914
CT3911VB
6”
6”
6”
6”
CT3911
CT3914-8VB 8”
CT3911-8 8”
CT3914-8
8”
CT3911-8VB 8”
Application: Deck mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol. control.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat and
ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID

RIGID/SWING

L611
L611-8

6”
8”

L614
L614-8

RIGID

6”
8”

RIGID/SWING

L611VB
L611-8VB

6”
8”

L614VB
L614-8VB

6”
8”

Application: Deck mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Single Faucets - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15297.009
15298.009
150
180
Application: The operation and configuration of fittings are highly adapted to the requirements of a modern
laboratory. The fittings are equipped with detachable aerator as well as built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valves
where applicable.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and aerator: Nickel, (Sealing) EPDM, (Plastics) POM, (Lubricant) Silicone
based, (Ceramics) Al-oxyd 96%, (Glue) Loctite
Gooseneck: 150mm and 180mm swing gooseneck.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
RIGID

RIGID/SWING

RIGID

RIGID/SWING

CT3914VB-56
CT3914-56
6”
6”
6”
CT3911-56
CT3911VB-56 6”
CT3914-8VB-56 8”
CT3911-8-56 8”
CT3914-8-56 8”
CT3911-8VB-56 8”
Application: Deck mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol. control.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat and
ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID

RIGID/SWING

L611-55
L611-8-55

6”
8”

L614-55
L614-8-55

RIGID

6”
8”

L611VB-55
6”
L611-8VB-55 8”

RIGID/SWING

L614VB-55
6”
L614-8VB-55 8”

Application: Deck mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Single Faucets - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15002.009

15201.009

Application: The operation and configuration of fittings are highly adapted to the requirements of a modern
laboratory. The fittings are equipped with detachable hose nozzles mounted with rotating nuts (not twisting of
hose) as well as built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valves where applicable.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass (Sealing) EPDM, (Plastics) POM, (Lubricant) Silicone based, (Ceramics) Al-oxyd
96%, (Glue) Loctite
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

CT3814-8VB-WSA
CT3814WSA
CT3814-8WSA
CT3814VB-WSA
Application: Panel mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol.control.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID/SWING

L2714WSA

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

L2714-8WSA

RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

L2714VB-WSA

8”

L2714-8VB-WSA

Application: Panel mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Single Faucets - Panel Mounted
ColorTech
6”

RIGID/SWING

8”

RIGID/SWING

CT3814-56WSA

CT3814-8-56WSA

Application: Panel mounted single faucet for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol.control.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

ColorTech
6”

RIGID/SWING

8”

RIGID/SWING

CT3814-8VB-56WSA
CT3814VB-56WSA
Application: Panel mounted single faucet with vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol.control.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID/SWING

L2714-55WSA

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

L2714-8-55WSA

RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

L2714VB-55WSA

L2714-8VB-55WSA

Application: Panel mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Mixing Faucets - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15276.009 150

15281.009 180

15264.009

15265.009

Application: The operation and configuration of fittings are highly adapted to the requirements of a modern
laboratory. The fittings are equipped with detachable hose nozzles mounted with rotating nuts (not twisting
of hose) as well as built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valves where applicable.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and aerator: Nickel, (Sealing) EPDM, (Plastics) POM, (Lubricant) Silicone
based, (Ceramics) Al-oxyd 96%, (Glue) Loctite
Gooseneck: 150mm and 180mm swing gooseneck.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

CT2214BH
CT4414VB
6”
6”
6”
CT414BH
6”
CT4414
CT2214-8BH 8”
CT4414-8 8”
CT4414-8VB 8”
CT414-8BH 8”
Application: Deck mounted mixing faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol.control.
Handle: 4” forged brass wrist blade handles with color-coded index disc.(CT414BH & CT2224 model )
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

L2214BH
L414VB
L2214
6”
L414
6”
6”
6”
L2214-8BH 8”
L414-8
8”
L414-8VB
8”
L2214-8
8”
Application: Deck mounted mixing faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
4” forged brass wrist blade handles (L2214BH & L2214-8BH)
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Mixing Faucets - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15276.009 150

15281.009 180

15268.009

15265.009

Application: The operation and configuration of fittings are highly adapted to the requirements of a modern
laboratory. The fittings are equipped with detachable aerator as well as built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valves
where applicable.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and aerator: Nickel, (Sealing) EPDM, (Plastics) POM, (Lubricant) Silicone
based, (Ceramics) Al-oxyd 96%, (Glue) Loctite
Gooseneck: 150mm and 180mm swing gooseneck.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

Colortech
RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

CT2224
CT4414VB-56 6”
6”
6”
CT414BH-56
6”
CT4414-56
CT2224-8
8”
CT4414-8-56 8”
CT4414-8VB-56 8”
CT414-8BH-56 8”
Application: Deck mounted mixing faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol.control.
Handle: 4” forged brass wrist blade handles with color-coded index disc.(CT414BH & CT2224 model )
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

RIGID/SWING

L2224
L414VB55
L2214-55
6”
L414-55
6”
6”
6”
L2224-8
8”
L414-8-55 8”
L414-8VB55 8”
L2214-8-55 8”
Application: Deck mounted mixing faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
4” forged brass wrist blade handles (L2224’s)
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Mixing Faucets - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15264.009

15322.009

Application: Wall mounted two hole mixer with built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valves, ceramic headworks,
swivel spout and detachable hose nozzle.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass (Sealing) EPDM, (Plastics) POM, (Lubricant) Silicone based, (Ceramics) Aloxyd 96%, (Glue) Loctite, (Solder) DIN L-Ag 55:Sn
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

CT1714-8VB-WSA
CT1714WSA
CT1714-8WSA
CT1714VB-WSA
Application: Panel mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol.control.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID/SWING

L1714WSA

6” RIGID/SWING

6”

L1714VB-WSA

RIGID/SWING

L514WSA

6” RIGID/SWING

6”

L514VB-WSA

Application: Panel mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable serrated hose end.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Laboratory Mixing Faucets - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15268.009

15262.009

Application: Wall mounted two hole mixer with built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valves, ceramic headworks,
swivel spout and detachable aerator.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass (Sealing) EPDM, (Plastics) POM, (Lubricant) Silicone based, (Ceramics) Aloxyd 96%, (Glue) Loctite, (Solder) DIN L-Ag 55:Sn
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

8”

CT1714-8VB-56WSA
CT1714-56WSA
CT1714-8-56WSA
CT1714VB-56WSA
Application: Panel mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold and hot water.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat and adjustable vol.control.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” and 8” rigid or rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi

Chrome
RIGID/SWING

6” RIGID/SWING

L1714-55WSA

6”

L1714VB-55WSA

RIGID/SWING

L514-55WSA

6” RIGID/SWING

L514VB-55WSA

Application: Panel mounted single faucet with or without vacuum breaker for cold or hot water.
Body: Cast brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Self-contained renewable unit with replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Gooseneck: 6” rigid/swing gooseneck.
Nozzle: Removable aerator.
Vacuum Breaker: Integral vacuum breaker to prevent backflow. Vacuum breaker has replaceable seat
and ultra-light float cup to resist spilling to low flow.
Maximum working pressure: 80 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Pure Water Faucets - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
POLYPROPYLENE-LINED
RECIRCULATING

PLASTIC-LINED

15402.009
Application: This fittings can be used for
demineralized, distilled or deionized water and for
other special water sorts and brine.
Bench mounted fitting with 12mm PEX pipe,
protected by brass pipe.
Valve Unit: (Plastic) PP, PVDF (Sealing) EPDM,
(Pipe) PEX (crosslinked PE)

15410.009
Application: This fittings can be used for
demineralized, distilled or deionized water and for
other special water sorts and brine.
Water will constantly recirculate up through the
column to the head work with no deadlegs.
Valve Unit: (Plastic) PP, PVDF (Sealing) EPDM

Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant
to most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
PLASTIC-LINED

CT7833

PLASTIC-LINED
RECIRCULATING

PLASTIC-LINED

6”

CT7833-8

8”

CT7837

PLASTIC-LINED
RECIRCULATING

6”

CT7837-8

8”

Application: Deck mounted faucet for distilled deionized and reverse osmosis water. Faucets have
exterior brass casing for strength. Interior lining is inert polypropylene or polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: (CT7833’s)Diaphragm-type valve. Brass valve stem and bonnet with elastomer diaphragm.
Valve has manual on/off control.
(CT7837’s) Faucet is fully recirculating to eliminate all “dead legs” in pure water system.
Riser: Brass riser with 6” spread and interior polypropylene lining.
Maximum working pressure: 50 psi

Chrome
ALL-POLYPROPYLENE 6” ALL-POLYPROPYLENE 8” PLASTIC-LINED

L7611PP-WSA
L7611-8PP-WSA
Application: Deck mounted faucet for distilled,
deionized or reverse osmosis water. Faucet has
exterior brass casing and interior lining of inert
polypropylene. Valve Body: All Polypropylene
Valve Unit: Polypropylene renewable unit with
polypropylene valve disc and replaceable
polypropylene seat. Valve has manual on/off
control.
Handle: White nylon four-arm handle with colorcoded index disc.
Maximum working pressure: 50 psi

PLASTIC-LINED
RECIRCULATING

L7833
L7837
6”
6”
L7837-8
8”
L7833-8
8”
Application: Deck mounted faucet for distilled,
deionized or reverse osmosis water. Faucet has
exterior brass casing and interior lining of inert
polypropylene. For (L7837’s) faucet is fully
recirculating to eliminate all “dead legs” in pure
water.
Valve Body: Forged brass with polished chrome
plated finish.
Valve Unit: Diaphragm-type valve. Brass valve
stem and bonnet with elastomer diaphragm. Valve
has manual on/off control.
Handle: White nylon knurled handle with colorcoded index disc. Max. working pressure: 50 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Pure Water Faucets - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
PLASTIC-LINED

150mm

PLASTIC-LINED

15403.009

180mm

15405.009

Application: This fittings can be used for demineralized, distilled or deionized water and for other special
water sorts and brine.
Panel mounted fitting with 12mm PEX pipe, protected by brass pipe
Valve Unit: (Plastic) PP, PVDF (Sealing) EPDM, (Pipe) PEX (crosslinked PE)
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bars/147psi

ColorTech
PLASTIC-LINED

PLASTIC-LINED

CT7840

CT7834

6” PLASTIC-LINED

8”

CT7834-8

Application: Panel mounted faucet for distilled deionized and reverse osmosis water. Faucets have
exterior brass casing for strength. Interior lining is inert polypropylene or polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(white, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy)
Valve Unit: Diaphragm-type valve. Brass valve stem and bonnet with elastomer diaphragm. Valve has
manual on/off control.
Riser: Brass riser with 8” spread. (Ct7840)
Maximum working pressure: 50 psi

Chrome
ALL-POLYPROPYLENE 6” ALL-POLYPROPYLENE 8” PLASTIC-LINED
RIGID
RIGID

L72711PP-WSA
L72711-8PP-WSA
Application: Panel mounted faucet for distilled,
deionized or reverse osmosis water. Faucet has
exterior brass casing and interior lining of inert
polypropylene. Valve Body: All Polypropylene
Valve Unit: Polypropylene renewable unit with
polypropylene valve disc and replaceable
polypropylene seat. Valve has manual on/off
control.
Handle: White nylon four-arm handle with colorcoded index disc.
Maximum working pressure: 50 psi

04-2

6” PLASTIC-LINED

8”

L7834-8
L7834
Application: Panel mounted faucet for distilled,
deionized or reverse osmosis water. Faucet has
exterior brass casing and interior lining of inert
polypropylene.
Valve Body: Forged brass with polished chrome
plated finish.
Valve Unit: Diaphragm-type valve. Brass valve
stem and bonnet with elastomer diaphragm. Valve
has manual on/off control.
Handle: White nylon knurled handle with colorcoded index disc. Max.working pressure: 50 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Fine Control Needle Valves - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

15355.009

15048.009

15358.009

Application: Typical media for this range are oxygen and all non-burning, non-corrosive and non-toxic 4.0
gases such as nitrogen and helium. Dry service valves for oxygen and technical gases (99.99% clean) can
be used where a higher degree of cleanliness is required.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing) Viton, (Plastics) PVDF, (Lubricant) approved for oxygen.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech

CT4870-256WSA
CT5270-256WSA
CT5170-256WSA
Application: Precise flow regulation of laboratory gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen,
oxygen, helium and hydrogen. Valves and assemblies are specially cleaned, assembled and packaged
for use with high purity gases. Valves go from closed to fully open in 8 revolutions of handle. Proving
precise flow regulation.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy).
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and brass seat. Molded TFE stem packing with
adjustable packing nut. All working components are replaceable.
Mounting: Threaded brass escutcheon with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi (helium pressure)
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi

Chrome

L2872-158WSA
L2870-158WSA
L3170-158WSA
Application: Precise flow regulation of laboratory gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,
helium and hydrogen. Valve is specially cleaned. Lubricated and packaged for use with high purity gases.
Valve Body: Forges brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and replaceable stainless steel seat. Valve goes from
closed to open in 8 revolutions of handle providing precise flow regulation.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Mounting: Include panel mounted flange. Furnished with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut
and washer.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi (helium pressure)
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Fine Control Needle Valves - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
SINGLE

15055.009

90° ANGLE

15054.009

180° STRAIGHT

15051.009

4-WAY

15061.009

Application: Typical media for this range are oxygen and all non-burning, non-corrosive and non-toxic 4.0
gases such as nitrogen and helium. Dry service valves for oxygen and technical gases (99.99% clean) can
be used where a higher degree of cleanliness is required.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing) Viton, (Plastics) PVDF, (Lubricant) approved for oxygen.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
SINGLE

90° ANGLE

180° STRAIGHT

4-WAY

CT2870-232SWSA
CT2870-234WSA
CT2870-232AWSA
CT2870-231WSA
Application: Precise flow regulation of laboratory gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen,
oxygen, helium and hydrogen. Valves and assemblies are specially cleaned, assembled and packaged
for use with high purity gases. Valves go from closed to fully open in 8 revolutions of handle. Proving
precise flow regulation.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy).
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and brass seat. Molded TFE stem packing with
adjustable packing nut. All working components are replaceable.
Mounting: Threaded brass escutcheon with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi (helium pressure)
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi

Chrome
SINGLE

90° ANGLE

180° STRAIGHT

4-WAY

L2870-131WSA
L2870-134WSA
L2870-132SWSA
L2870-132AWSA
Application: Precise flow regulation of laboratory gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,
helium and hydrogen. Valve is specially cleaned. Lubricated and packaged for use with high purity gases.
Valve Body: Forges brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and replaceable stainless steel seat. Valve goes from
closed to open in 8 revolutions of handle providing precise flow regulation.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Mounting: Include panel mounted flange. Furnished with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut and
washer.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi (helium pressure)
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Fine Control Needle Valves - Reagent Shelf Undermount

BROEN - BOSS
Application: Typical media for this range are oxygen
and all non-burning, non-corrosive and non-toxic 4.0
gases such as nitrogen and helium. Dry service
valves for oxygen and technical gases (99.99%
clean) can be used where a higher degree of
cleanliness is required.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN
POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing)
Viton, (Plastics) PVDF, (Lubricant) approved for
oxygen.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

15048.009

ColorTech
Application: Precise flow regulation of laboratory
gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen,
oxygen, helium and hydrogen. Valves and
assemblies are specially cleaned, assembled and
packaged for use with high purity gases. Valves
go from closed to fully open in 8 revolutions of
handle. Proving precise flow regulation.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome
with clear epoxy).
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel
needle and brass seat. Molded TFE stem packing
with adjustable packing nut. All working
components are replaceable.
Mounting: Reversed turret base with single valve.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi (helium pressure)
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi
CT3170-231WSA

Chrome
Application: Precise flow regulation of laboratory
gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen,
oxygen, helium and hydrogen. Valve is specially
cleaned. Lubricated and packaged for use with
high purity gases.
Valve Body: Forges brass with polished chrome
plated finish.
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle
and replaceable stainless steel seat. Valve goes
from closed to open in 8 revolutions of handle
providing precise flow regulation.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with colorcoded index disc.
Mounting: Turret base with single outlet for
mounting underneath reagent shelf. Furnished with
3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut and
washer.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi (helium pressure)
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi
L3170-131WSA
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Needle Valves - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS

VAC
VAC
VAC
15003.929
15065.929
15236.929
GAS
GAS
GAS
15003.009
15065.009
15236.009
Application: Wall mounted fitting with built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valve. Fitting for vacuum and non-burning
gases can be use for i.e. Argon, helium, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, compressed air and similar non-burning,
non-corrosive and non-toxic gases.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing) Viton, (Plastics) PVDF, (Lubricant) Base on PTFE.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech

CT4880-256WSA
CT5280-256WSA
CT5180-256WSA
Application: Flow regulation of laboratory gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen, helium and
hydrogen. Valves and assemblies may be specially cleaned, assembled and packaged for use with high
purity gases(including oxygen). Valves go from closed to fully open in 3-1/2 revolutions of handle.
Proving good flow regulation.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy).
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and brass seat. Molded TFE stem packing with
adjustable packing nut. All working components are replaceable.
Mounting: Threaded brass escutcheon with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi

Chrome

L2880-158WSA
L2882-158WSA
L3180-158WSA
Application: Flow regulation of laboratory gases. Including special gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,
helium and hydrogen. Valve is specially cleaned. Lubricated and packaged for pure gas service.
Valve Body: Forges brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and replaceable stainless steel seat. Valve goes from
closed to open in 3-1/2 revolutions of handle providing good flow regulation.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Mounting: Include panel mounted flange. Furnished with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut
and washer.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Needle Valves - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
SINGLE

180° STRAIGHT

90° ANGLE

4-WAY

15021.929 VAC
15022.929 VAC
15025.929 VAC
15011.929 VAC
15021.009 GAS
15022.009 GAS
15025.009 GAS
15011.009 GAS
Application: Fitting with built-in BALLOFIX shut-off valve.Fittings for non-burning gases can be used for
i.e. Argon, helium, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, compressed air and similar non-burning, non-corrosive and
non-toxic gases. Use of this range is adapted to common use of industrial and technical gases up to
cleanliness 2.0 corresponding to (99.0% clean gases).
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing) Viton, (Plastics) PVDF, (Lubricant) approved for oxygen.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

ColorTech
SINGLE

90° ANGLE

180° STRAIGHT

4-WAY

CT2880-232SWSA
CT2880-234WSA
CT2880-232AWSA
CT2880-231WSA
Application: Flow regulation of laboratory gases. Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen, helium and
hydrogen. Valves and assemblies may be specially cleaned, assembled and packaged for use with high
purity gases(including oxygen). Valves go from closed to fully open in 3-1/2 revolutions of handle.
Proving good flow regulation.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy).
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and brass seat. Molded TFE stem packing with
adjustable packing nut. All working components are replaceable.
Mounting: Threaded brass escutcheon with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi

Chrome
SINGLE

L2880-131WSA

90° ANGLE

180° STRAIGHT

4-WAY

L2880-132AWSA

L2880-132SWSA

L2880-134WSA

Application: Flow regulation of laboratory gases. Including special gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,
helium and hydrogen. Valve is specially cleaned. Lubricated and packaged for pure gas service.
Valve Body: Forges brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle and replaceable stainless steel seat. Valve goes from
closed to open in 3-1/2 revolutions of handle providing good flow regulation.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index disc.
Mounting: Include panel mounted flange. Furnished with 3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut
and washer.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Needle Valves - Reagent Shelf Undermount

BROEN - BOSS
Application: Reagent shelf undermount fittings with
BALLOFIX shut-off valve. Fitting for vacuum and
non-burning gases can be use for i.e. Argon, helium,
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, compressed air and similar
non-burning, non-corrosive and non-toxic gases.
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN
POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Unit: (Metals) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing)
Viton, (Plastics) PVDF, (Lubricant) Base on PTFE.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147 psi

15065.929
15065.009

VAC
GAS

ColorTech
Application: Flow regulation of laboratory gases.
Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,
helium and hydrogen. Valves and assemblies are
specially cleaned, assembled and packaged for
use with high purity gases (including oxygen).
Valves go from closed to fully open in 3-1/2
revolutions of handle. Proving precis e flow
regulation.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome
with clear epoxy).
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel
needle and brass seat. Molded TFE stem packing
with adjustable packing nut. All working
components are replaceable.
Mounting: Reversed turret base with single valve.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi
CT3180-231WSA

Chrome
Application: Flow regulation of laboratory gases.
Ideal for special gases such as nitrogen, oxygen,
helium and hydrogen. Valve is specially cleaned.
Lubricated and packaged for use with high purity
gases.
Valve Body: Forges brass with polished chrome
plated finish.
Valve Unit: Floating tapered stainless steel needle
and replaceable stainless steel seat. Valve goes
from closed to open in 8 revolutions of handle
providing precise flow regulation.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with colorcoded index disc.
Mounting: Turret base with single outlet for
mounting underneath reagent shelf. Furnished with
3/8” IPS mounting shank (assembled), locknut and
washer.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi
L3180-131WSA
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
High Purity Gas Fitting: Pressure Regulators - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
DOWN FLOW

SIDE FLOW

02513.009
02503.009
Application: Boss CleanLine 5.0 fittings can be used for gases up to 5.0 (99.999% clean gas). The fittings
are used when the requirements for gas purity are high: Laboratories in general, chromatography, Ar, He,
N2, H2, Ch4 and working gases for spectrometry.
Valve Material: (Metal) Brass and Stainless Steel, (Sealing) Viton, PVDF, EPDM, PA, (Lubricant) Approve
for oxygen
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Regulator: Fitting with stop, pressure regulation and flow regulation valves.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi

ColorTech
SINGLE

180° STRAIGHT

CT2873-771WSA
CT2873-771-2SWSA
Application: Point-of-use regulation of high purity gases. Used for compressed air and inert gases,
including nitrogen, helium, argon and oxygen. Fixture is specially cleaned, assembled and packaged for
use with high purity gases.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy.
Mounting: Special tall turret with 3/8” IPS male heavy duty shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Pressure regulator mounts on side of turret to conserve counter space.
Regulator: Non-relieving type with brass body and neoprene diaphragm. Inlet pressure range: 25-400psi,
Outlet pressure range: 5-125psi.
Valve: Fine control needle valve for precise flow control.

Chrome
SINGLE

180° STRAIGHT

L2873-771WSA
L2873-771-2SWSA
Application: Point-of-use regulation of high purity gases. Used for compressed air and inert gases,
including nitrogen, helium, argon and oxygen. Fixture is specially cleaned, assembled and packaged for
use with high purity gases.
Mounting: Special tall turret with 3/8” IPS male heavy duty shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Pressure regulator mounts on side of turret to conserve counter space.
Regulator: Non-relieving type with brass body and neoprene diaphragm. Inlet pressure range: 25-400psi,
Outlet pressure range: 5-125psi
Valve: Fine control needle valve for precise flow control. Valve has forged brass body, floating tapered
stainless steel needle and replaceable stainless steel seat.
Valve Body: Forged brass with polished chrome plated finish.
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
High Purity Gas Fitting: Pressure Regulators - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
DOWN FLOW

SIDE FLOW

02536.009
02533.009
Application: Boss CleanLine 5.0 fittings can be used for gases up to 5.0 (99.999% clean gas). The fittings
are used when the requirements for gas purity are high: Laboratories in general, chromatography, Ar, He,
N2, H2, Ch4 and working gases for spectrometry.
Valve Material: (Metal) Brass and Stainless Steel, (Sealing) Viton, PVDF, EPDM, PA, (Lubricant) Approve
for oxygen
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Regulator: Fitting with stop, pressure regulation and flow regulation valves.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi

ColorTech
STRAIGHT

CT2873-366-158WSA

ANGLE

CT3173-366-15WSA

Application: Point-of-use regulation of high purity gases. Used for compressed air and inert gases,
including nitrogen, helium, argon and oxygen. Fixture is specially cleaned, assembled and packaged
for use with high purity gases.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy.
Mounting: Panel mounted flange 3/8” IPS male heavy duty shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Regulator: Non-relieving type with brass body and neoprene diaphragm. Inlet pressure range 25400psi. Outlet pressure range 5-125psi
Valve: Fine control needle valve for precise flow control.

Chrome
STRAIGHT

L2873-366-158WSA

ANGLE

L3173-366-158WSA

Application: Point-of-use regulation of high purity gases. Used for compressed air and inert gases,
including nitrogen, helium, argon and oxygen. Fixture is specially cleaned, assembled and packaged
for use with high purity gases.
Mounting: Panel mounted flange 3/8” IPS male heavy duty shank (assembled), locknut and washer.
Regulator: Non-relieving type with brass body and neoprene diaphragm. Inlet pressure range: 25400psi. Outlet pressure range: 5-125psi
Valve: Fine control needle valve for precise flow control. Valve has forged brass body, floating
tapered stainless steel needle and replaceable stainless steel seat.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with color-coded index discs.
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Vandal Resistant Ball Valves - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
SINGLE

180° STRAIGHT

90° ANGLE

4-WAY

05318.009
05320.009
05317.009
05319.009
Application: School fittings for burning gases can be used for natural, town and low pressure bottle gases
as well as vacuum and compressed air.
Valve Material: (Metal) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing) Nitrile (Lubricant) Approved for burning gas, (Glue)
Loctite
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Features: Fittings have several safety features, including “lift/turn” safety handles and vandal
resistant mounting accessories.
Maximum working pressure: 7 bar/100 psi

ColorTech
SINGLE

90° ANGLE

180° STRAIGHT

4-WAY

CT4200-231WSA

CT4200-232AWSA

CT4200-232SWSA

CT4200-234WSA

Application: On/off control of all laboratory gases. Valves and fittings may be specially cleaned, lubricated
and packaged for pure gas service.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy.
Mounting: Deck mounted turret base with valve/valves.
Valve Unit: Quarter turn open/close with chrome plated brass ball and molded TFE seals.
Inlet / Outlet: 3/8” IPS
Factory test pressure: 125 psi
Maximum working pressure: 75 psi

Chrome
SINGLE

VR2900-131WSA

90° ANGLE

VR2900-132AWSA

180° STRAIGHT

4-WAY

VR2900-132SWSA

VR2900-134WSA

Application: On/off control of gas, air and vacuum only.
Mounting: Deck mounted turret base with outlet/outlets. Furnished with 3/8” IPS mounting shank, locknut
and washer.
Valve Body: Forged brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Plug valve design with quarter-turn open/close. Plug is individually ground and lapped into
valve body.
Handle: Forged brass lever handle with color-coded index disc.
Factory test pressure: 100 psi
Maximum working pressure: 40psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Vandal Resistant Ball Valves - Panel Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
SINGLE

90° WYE FITTING

05722.009
05116.009
Application: School fittings for burning gases can be used for natural, town and low pressure bottle gases
as well as vacuum and compressed air.
Valve Material: (Metal) Brass and Nickel, (Sealing) Nitrile (Lubricant) Approved for burning gas, (Glue)
Loctite
Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant to
most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Valve Features: Fittings have several safety features, including “lift/turn” safety handles and vandal
resistant mounting accessories.
Maximum working pressure: 7 bar/100 psi

ColorTech
SINGLE

CT4200-158WSA

70° WYE FITTING

CT4200-141WSA

Application: On/Off control of all laboratory gases. Valves and fittings may be specially cleaned, lubricated
and packaged for pure gas service.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan, polished
chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome with clear epoxy.
Mounting: Panel mounted flange with valve/valves
Valve Unit: Quarter turn open/close with chrome plated brass ball and molded TFE seals.
Inlet / Outlet: 3/8” IPS
Factory test pressure: 125 psi
Maximum working pressure: 75psi

Chrome
SINGLE

VR2900-158WSA

70° WYE FITTING

VR2900-146WSA

Application: On/off control of gas, air and vacuum only.
Mounting: Panel mounted flange with 3/8” IPS mounting shank, locknut and washer.(assembled).
Valve Body: Forged brass with polished chrome plated finish.
Valve Unit: Plug valve design with quarter-turn open/close. Plug is individually ground and lapped into
valve body.
Handle: Forged brass lever handle with color-coded index disc.
Factory test pressure: 100 psi
Maximum working pressure: 40psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Remote Control Assemblies - Cold Water Faucets

BROEN - BOSS
Outlet Mounting: Wall mounted with detachable
nozzle and 150mm throw.
Remote Control Valve: Front-control valve for
water with ceramic head work.
Valve Material: (Metal) Brass, (Sealing) EPDM
(Plastic) POM, PVDF (Lubricant) Silicone based,
(Ceramics) Al-oxyd 96% (Pipes) Copper, (Solder)
DIN L-Ag55:sn

OUTLET FITTING

Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN
POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant
to most chemical, UV fading and heat.
REMOTE CONTROL VALVE

Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi

19424.009 + 15005.009

ColorTech
RIGID

RIGID/SWING

CT740W-9
RIGID

CT740W-9RS
RIGID/SWING

CT740W-9VB

CT740W-9VB-RS

Application: Flow regulation of laboratory water
and pure water in fume hoods and fume
cupboards. Valves are installed on the front
exterior face of the hood or cupboard.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin
chrome with clear epoxy.
Outlet Mounting: Panel mounted turret with 6”
rigid/swing gooseneck, mounting shank, locknut
and washer. 3/8” IPS male inlet.
Remote Control Valve: Panel mounted valve
for installation on straight face of hood. Valve is
installed from behind panel and is secured with
external locking ring. Valve inlet and outlet are
3/8” IPS female threads.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi

Chrome
RIGID

RIGID/SWING

L740W-9
RIGID

L740W-9RS
RIGID/SWING

L740W-9VB

Application: Flow regulation of laboratory water
and pure water in fume hoods and fume
cupboards. Valves are installed on the front
exterior face of the hood or cupboard.
Outlet Mounting: Panel mounted turret with 6”
rigid/swing gooseneck, mounting shank, locknut
and washer. 3/8” IPS male inlet.
Remote Control Valve: Panel mounted valve
for installation on straight face of hood. Valve is
installed from behind panel and is secured with
external locking ring. Valve inlet and outlet are
3/8” IPS female threads.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with
color-coded index discs.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi

L740W-9VB-RS
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Remote Control Valve Assemblies - Fine Control Needle Valve

BROEN - BOSS
Application: Typical media for this range are
oxygen and all non-burning, non-corrosive and nontoxic 4.0 gases such as nitrogen and helium. Dry
service valves for oxygen and technical gases
(99.99% clean) can be used where a higher degree
of cleanliness is required.
Valve Material: (Metal) Brass, (Sealing) Viton,
(Plastic) PVDF,(Lubricant) Approve for oxygen,
(Pipes) Copper, (Solder) DIN L-Ag55:sn

OUTLET FITTING

Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN
POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant
to most chemical, UV fading and heat.
REMOTE CONTROL VALVE

Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi

19430.009 + 15053.009

ColorTech

OUTLET FITTING

REMOTE CONTROL VALVE

CT740FCN-CR

Application: Flow regulation of laboratory
gases, water, steam and pure water in fume
hoods and fume cupboards. Valves are installed
on the front exterior face of the hood or
cupboard. By eliminating an extension rod
between the valve and handle, the user has
more precise control of the valve.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin
chrome with clear epoxy.
Mounting: Valve is installed from front of panel
and is secured with locking ring and set screws
behind panel. Valve inlet and outlet are 3/8” OD
tubes. Tubes can be bent to accommodate angle
face of hood.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi

Chrome

OUTLET FITTING

REMOTE CONTROL VALVE
L740FCN-LR
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Application: Flow regulation of laboratory
gases, water, steam and pure water in fume
hoods and fume cupboards. Valves are installed
on the front exterior face of the hood or
cupboard. By eliminating an extension rod
between the valve and handle, the user has
more precise control of the valve.
Mounting: Valve is installed from front of panel
and is secured with locking ring and set screws
behind panel. Valve inlet and outlet are 3/8” OD
tubes. Tubes can be bent to accommodate angle
face of hood.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with
color-coded index discs.
Factory test pressure: 300 psi
Maximum working pressure: 200 psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Remote Control Valve Assemblies - Needle Valves

BROEN - BOSS
Application: Typical media for this range are
vacuum and non-burning gases can be use for i.e.
Argon, helium, nitrogen, carbon dioxide,
compressed air and similar non-burning, noncorrosive and non-toxic gases. Use of this range is
adapted to common use of industrial and technical
gases up to cleanliness 2.0 corresponding to
(90.0% clean gases).

OUTLET FITTING
VAC/ NON-BURNING GASES

BURNING GASES

Valve Material: (Metal) Brass, (Sealing) Viton,
(Plastic) PVDF,(Lubricant) Base on PTFE, (Pipes)
Copper, (Solder) DIN L-Ag55:sn
REMOTE CONTROL VALVES
VAC / NON-BURNING GASES

19417.009 + 15006.009

Finish: The fittings are surface treated with BROEN
POLYCOAT powder coat, which is highly resistant
to most chemical, UV fading and heat.
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi

BURNING GASES

19417.009 + 15288.009

ColorTech

OUTLET FITTING

REMOTE CONTROL VALVE

Application: Flow regulation of laboratory
gases in fume hoods and fume cupboards.
Valves are installed on the front exterior face of
the hood or cupboard. By eliminating an
extension rod between the valve and handle, the
user has more precise control of the valve.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin
chrome with clear epoxy.
Mounting: Valve is installed from front of panel
and is secured with locking ring and set screws
behind panel. Valve inlet and outlet are 3/8” OD
tubes. Tubes can be bent to accommodate angle
face of hood.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi

CT740N-CR

Chrome

OUTLET FITTING

REMOTE CONTROL VALVE

Application: Flow regulation of laboratory
gases in fume hoods and fume cupboards.
Valves are installed on the front exterior face of
the hood or cupboard. By eliminating an
extension rod between the valve and handle, the
user has more precise control of the valve.
Mounting: Valve is installed from front of panel
and is secured with locking ring and set screws
behind panel. Valve inlet and outlet are 3/8” OD
tubes. Tubes can be bent to accommodate angle
face of hood.
Handle: Forged brass four-arm handle with
color-coded index discs.
Factory test pressure: 190 psi
Maximum working pressure: 125 psi

L740N-LR
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Eye Wash/Drench Hose Units - Deck Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
Features / Mounting: Table mounted REDLINE
trigger operated hand shower and eye wash with
two heads. Built-in BALLOFIX for regulation of
water flow (6 l./min).
Specially designed eye wash with ergonomic
handle.
Automatic trigger locking for easy hands-free use.
Light dust caps which are removed automatically
when the eye wash is operated.
Soft rubber cups for protection of eyes
Materials: (Metal) Brass, (Shower outlet) PP and
Brass (Rubber cups) Chloroprene (Dust caps) ABS
Maximum working pressure: 7 bar/100psi
17 714.000

ColorTech

CTEW1022

Application: Dual purpose eye wash/drench hose
units meet the requirements of ANSI Z358.1-1998 as
both an eye wash and a drench hose. Units may be
left in the holder for use as fixed eye wash. The valve
has a locking clip, leaving the user’s hands free
during operation. Or, units may be removed from the
holder for use as a drench hose to rinse any part of
the user’s eyes, face or body.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome
with clear epoxy.
Mounting: Deck flange for countertop mounting.
Flange has handle locator guide to assure that spray
heads and handle face forward at all times
Valve: Forged brass squeeze valve activated by
stainless steel lever handle. Valve has locking clip
which engages when handle is depressed, providing
“hands free” operation. Valve stays open until
locking clip is released
Hose: 8’ reinforced PVC hose
Hose working pressure: 300psi

Chrome

EW1022
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Application: Dual purpose eye wash/drench hose
units meet the requirements of ANSI Z358.1-1998 as
both an eye wash and a drench hose. Units may be
left in the holder for use as fixed eye wash. The valve
has a locking clip, leaving the user’s hands free
during operation.
Outlet Head Assembly: Two GS-Plus spray heads
mounted side-by-side on chrome plated brass elbow
fittings. Each GS-Plus head has “flip top” dust cover.
Internal flow control and filter to remove impurities
from water flow.
Mounting: Deck flange for countertop mounting.
Flange has handle locator guide to assure that spray
heads and handle face forward at all times
Valve: Forged brass squeeze valve activated by
stainless steel lever handle. Valve has locking clip
which engages when handle is depressed, providing
“hands free” operation. Valve stays open until
locking clip is released
Hose: 8’ reinforced PVC hose
Hose working pressure: 300psi
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Eye/Face Wash Units - Floor Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
Features / Mounting: REDLINE eye wash with
bowl in coated stainless steel. Eye wash with builtin FLOWFIX for regulation of water flow (26l./min)
Strong construction - brass and stainless steel.
Strong and easy operation by one push plate.
Strong floor flange and lead-in.
Chemical resistant powder coating.
Materials: (Shower outlet) PP and Brass, (Metals)
Brass, (Stand pipe) Stainless steel (Rubber cups)
Chloroprene (Dust caps) ABS, (Bowl) Stainless
steel
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi
17 504.009

ColorTech

CTEW825

Application: Emergency eye/face wash for
complete rinsing of user’s eyes and face. All
Colortech eye/face wash units are third-party
certified to meet the requirements of ANSI Z358.11998
Outlet Heads: Eye/face wash units have either the
GS-Plus of FS-Plus spray type outlet heads. Water is
delivered in a soft, wide spray to the user’s eyes and
face. Each spray head has a “flip top” dust cover,
internal flow control and filter to remove impurities
from the water flow.
Finish: Fittings are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes.(White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome
with clear epoxy.
Mounting: 1-1/4” IPS hot-dipped galvanized steel
pipe and fittings; 9” cast aluminum floor flange.
Valve: ½”IPS chrome plated stay-open ball valve.
Valve is activated by epoxy-coated cast aluminum
flag-handle.
Bowl: 11-1/2” Stainless steel
Supply: ½”IPS female inlet.

Chrome
Application: Emergency eye/face wash for
complete rinsing of user’s eyes and face. All
Colortech eye/face wash units are third-party
certified to meet the requirements of ANSI Z358.11998
Outlet Heads: Eye/face wash units have either the
GS-Plus of FS-Plus spray type outlet heads. Water is
delivered in a soft, wide spray to the user’s eyes and
face. Each spray head has a “flip top” dust cover,
internal flow control and filter to remove impurities
from the water flow.
Mounting: 1-1/4” IPS hot-dipped galvanized steel
pipe and fittings; 9” cast aluminum floor flange.
Valve: ½”IPS chrome plated stay-open ball valve.
Valve is activated by epoxy-coated cast aluminum
flag-handle.

EW825

Bowl: 11-1/2” Stainless steel
Supply: ½”IPS female inlet.
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Emergency Showers - Ceiling / Wall Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
Features / Mounting: REDLINE rod operated
emergency shower with self-draining shower
head for ceiling and wall mounting.
Strong construction - all brass.
Strong and easy operation by one pull rod.
Maintenance free and changeable “stay open”
BALLOFIX ball valve with high flow rate.
Strong ceiling and wall flange and lead-in.
Chemical-resistant powder coating.
Materials: (Metal) Brass, (Shower head) PPO
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi
17 078.009

17 079.009

ColorTech
Shower Head: 8”diameter safety orange ABS
plastic shower head delivers 30 GPM at 30 psi.
Spray pattern is 20” diameter at 60” above floor.
Finish: Units are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome
with clear epoxy.
Valve: 1” IPS chrome plated brass self-closing
valve, furnished with stainless steel actuating arm
and stainless steel pull rod.
Pipe and Fittings: 1” IPS Schedule 40 hot-dipped
galvanized steel nipple with orange ABS plastic
elbow.
Supply: 1” IPS female inlet.
CTES635SC

CTES643SC

Chrome
Shower Head: 10”diameter safety orange ABS
plastic shower head delivers 30 GPM at 30 psi.
Spray pattern is 20” diameter at 60” above floor.
Valve: 1” IPS chrome plated brass self-closing
valve, furnished with stainless steel actuating arm
and stainless steel pull rod.
Pipe and Fittings: 1” IPS Schedule 40 hot-dipped
galvanized steel nipple with orange ABS plastic
elbow.
Supply: 1” IPS female inlet.

ES635SC
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Safety Stations - Floor Mounted

BROEN - BOSS
Features / Mounting: REDLINE rod operated
emergency shower with self-draining shower
head and bowl in coated stainless steel. Eye wash
has built-in FLOWFIX and BALLOFIX for
regulation of water flow.
Strong construction -brass and stainless steel.
Strong and easy operation by one pull rod for
shower and push plate for eye wash.
Maintenance free and changeable “stay open”
BALLOFIX ball valve with high flow rate.
Strong floor flange and lead-in.
Chemical-resistant powder coating.

17 553.009

17 550.009

Materials: (Shower outlet) PP and Brass,
(Metals) Brass, (Stand pipe) Stainless steel,
(Shower head) PPO, (Push plate) PP, (Bowl)
Stainless steel
Maximum working pressure: 10 bar/147psi

ColorTech
Shower Head: 8”diameter safety orange ABS
plastic. Shower head is extended out to provide
adequate clearance from vertical piping.
Shower Valve: 1” IPS chrome plated brass selfclosing valve with stainless steel actuating arm and
extended pull rod.
Outlet Head Assembly: Four GS-Plus spray
heads.
Bowl: Shallow pattern 11-1/2”stainless steel.
Eye Wash Valve: ½”IPS brass self-closing valve
with cast aluminum flag handle.
Pipe and Fittings: 1-1/4” IPS Schedule 40
galvanized steel. 9” cast aluminum floor flange.
Supply: 1-1/4” IPS female top or side inlet.

CTES662SC

CTSS902SC

Finish: Units are available with a choice of five
epoxy powder coated finishes. (White, gray, tan,
polished chrome with clear epoxy or satin chrome
with clear epoxy)

Chrome
Shower Head: 10”diameter safety orange ABS
plastic.
Shower Valve: 1” IPS chrome plated brass selfclosing valve with stainless steel actuating arm and
extended pull rod.
Outlet Head Assembly: Four GS-Plus spray
heads mounted on chrome plated brass supply
arms.
Bowl: Shallow pattern 11-1/2”stainless steel.
Eye Wash Valve: ½”IPS brass self-closing valve
with epoxy-coated cast aluminum flag handle.
Pipe and Fittings: 1-1/4” IPS Schedule 40 hotdipped galvanized steel; 9” cast aluminum floor
flange.
ES662SC

SS902SC

Supply: 1-1/4” IPS female top or side inlet.
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LABORATORY SERVICE FIXTURES
Eye/Face Wash/Emergency Shower Units - Deck & Floor Mounted

SPEAKMAN

SPEAKMAN

SE-921
Mounting: Deck mounted eye wash for counter tops
up to 2-1/2” thick max.
Valve: 3/8” NPTF chrome-plated brass, self-closing
valve. Acvtivated by squeeze handle.
Hose: Complete with 6’ hose and chrome-plated
brass mounting flange.

SE-572
Valve: Chrome-plated brass, stay-open ball valve.
Activated by stainless steel push handle.
Spray heads: Deck mounted. twin outlets provide
2.5 GPM of aerated water, individually adjustable for
max.performance. Unit swivels 90° for easy access
to sink. Supply: ½”NPSM

SPEAKMAN

SE-460
Valve: ½”NPTF chrome-plated brass, stay-open ball
valve. Activated by stainless steel push handle.
Supply line strainer standard.
Spray heads: Six aerated outlets, 3 each in both
brass spray heads supply converging streams to
produce a 9” x 8” curtain of aerated water. Brass
spray heads are shielded by “safety” yellow
polypropylene shrouds.

SE-225
Shower head: CYCLOLAC yellow 8” diameter.

Valve: 1” NPTF chrome-plated brass self-closing
and activated by chain with stainless steel ring.
Pipe: 1” IPS galvanized steel painted safety green.

SPEAKMAN
Shower head:
CYCLOLAC yellow 8”
diameter.

Shower head:
CYCLOLAC yellow 8”
diameter.
Valve: 1” NPTF
chrome-plated brass
stay-open ball valve.
Activated by stainless
steel triangular pull
handle.
Stanchion: 1-1/4” IPS
galvanized steel pipe
and fittings, with floor
flange painted safety
green.
Supply: 1-1/4” NPTF
Eyewash: SE-505
Drain: 1-1/4” NPTF
waste tee.

Valve: 1” NPTF
chrome-plated brass
stay-open ball valve.
Activated by stainless
steel triangular pull
handle.
Stanchion: 1-1/4” IPS
galvanized steel pipe
and fittings, with floor
flange painted safety
green.
Supply: 1-1/4” NPTF

SE-253
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